THE NOBLES
5EXTENSION OF THE NOBLE GLASS
At first the class of warrior nobles included none but knights,
the attendants whose duty it was to carry their armour and shields
being as yet regarded as mere servants. The C/ianson de Roland^
for instance, written at the end of the eleventh century, speaks
of the esquires with contempt. By the thirteenth century the
esquires had risen so much in estimation as to be referred to by
the term of gentlemen (gentilshommes) - that is, men of superior
birth - and their rank was handed down from father to son; they
had, in fact, entered the ranks of the nobility.
The usages of chivalry still demanded that knighting should
be accompanied by a formal act, but the adoubement, which
signified the reception of knighthood, no longer took place in a
simple form and within the family circle. It had become a
complicated ceremony which now took place only at the court of
a prince and was a costly festival reserved for important occasions
in the prince's life. The occasions upon which it was possible
to be created a knight were therefore rare, and, what is more,
most gentlemen did not possess a domain large enough to enable
them to acquire the equipment and maintain the style of existence
of a knight. Thus there were two kinds of esquire: the young man
belonging to a wealthy family who had not as yet completed
his warlike apprenticeship or found an opportunity of being
knighted - a class sometimes known as damoiseau, meaning 'young
master' - and the grown man who remained an esquire all his
life, because he either had not the means or did not desire to be
admitted to knighthood.
Thus the knights developed into nobles of a superior rank, the
esquires having smaller means and a more modest style of exis-
tence. It is true that they possessed a piece of land as a fief, culti-
vated by a few tenants, who were their subjects, but it was not
a large domain, the size of a village. Their houses were fortified,
but were not castles with a donjon; they were only manors
(manoirs), or fortified houses, too weak to sustain a siege.
The records do not tell us how these esquires' fiefs were formed,
but it was probably as the result of grants of land from the lords,
who split up their domains in order to provide for the families
of their esquires. We have no means of calculating even approxi-
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